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Sin breaks a relationships notjust rules
By Dr. Patricia Schoelles, SSJ
Courier columnist
Several questions have come to me
about contemporary moral theology
and sin. It might be interesting to consider one of the major directions in
our contemporary theology of sin.
For several years, moral theologians
have been ? trying to emphasize the
central element of sin as breaking our
loving relationship^with God. At its
core, sin is estrangement from God.
This understanding of sin has firm
backing ih both Scripture and tradition, where we can find many passages
and images depicting the central focus of the entire Ghristian life as a call
for each one of us to enter into a personal, loving relationship with God.
In emphasizing the essence of sin
as breaking this relationship, moral
theologians are trying to avoid some
tendencies they think have caused us
to trivialize sin by placing its core
meaning somewhere other than on
this central relationship of the Christian life.
For example, inadequate catechests
ought have caused some of us at some
points in our moral development to
identify sin with "breaking a law."
Moral theologians are quick to
point out that human beings need
laws and rules. They also know that
laws are often broken when sin is committed.
But moral, theologians today are trying to challenge the misperception
that the essence of sin is breaking a
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law. One of the problems with this interpretation of sin's meaning is that
law really measures only "what is on
the surface of the human person,"
namely, his or her outward behavior.
But sin seems to touch not only the
level of behavior; it reaches to deep
levels of our character and person.
Human beings are complex, and
even our simplest actions sometimes
can include complicated blends of intentions and motives in our attempt
to act in very involved circumstances.
Thus, theologians today are anxious
to move beyond identifying sin with
individual wrong external actions. Instead, they encourage us to look beyond single external actions in our
lives and consider also what goes on in
our hearts, and at the core levels of

our person where .we actually "respond to the Obd of our being."
Moral theologians also remind us
that looking at the pattern of our actions is probably more helpful in assessing areas of sinfulness in our lives
than is considering only individual actions. By considering our entire
lifestyles as response^ to God, we are
better able taddentify those areasjhat
draw us away from €lbtl and jeopardize our faithfulness m this central relationship of die Christianlife.
Some may/ifegret tjiat this new insight into die meaning of sin — which
shifts the emphasis from a focus on
lawbreaking to one on,relationship —
seems less clear" than the understandings of sin they grew up with.
Turning to a- relational understanding of sin renders inadequate the traditional confession of a list of actions
in violation of a rule or a law. It also
calls for a different sort of conversation between penitent and confessor.
Despite these difficulties, this new
understanding of sin offers a number
of positive effects. First, it can help
Cadiolics to appreciate the moral life
in terms much broader than "the
avoidance of sin. Moralists have often
been accused of promoting a preoccupation widi sin that sometimes has
eclipsed a larger and more positive vision of our moral life.
In fact, we need to understand human life, Christian life, as God's invitation to us to join Him in relationship — to come into covenant with
God and to work on behalf of God's

mission in the world. Christian life
ought to be a positive and exciting
adventure of moving forward with
God. In the past, perhaps, we focussed the moral life too exclusively
on sin and sinfulness, without stressing this broader context enough..
This understanding also can help
us to be less individualistic in our understanding of sin. While the bulk
of our church's official teaching has
concentrated on the need for justice
in the world, some critics argue that
die practice of moral theology — and
the thinking of most Catholics — lias
failed to incorporate diis focus in accounting for personal sinfulness.
In fact, Catholic moral theology
as a whole has found it difficult to
handle the ideas of collective responsibility and social sin. Understanding sin in terms of our relationship with God should make it
easier to include the social dimensions of our lives in our appreciation
of human and personal sinfulness.
Finally, this relational understanding helps us to appreciate die
seriousness of sin. If we reduce sin
to breaking laws or rules — if we let it
remain only on the level of harm we
have done to ourselves or other people — we risk denying the true seriousness of sin. In fact, we may end
up treating it simply as a social problem or psychological maladjustment.
At its core, sin is a violation of our relationship with God. To make it anything less than this is to risk trivializing the Christian life altogether.
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The Pick-Your-Own Blueberry Season Is Now Open!
At "New York's Premier Berry Farm"
HOURS: 7 AM to 7PM Monday Through Saturday
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Picking buckets and stools, field
transportation, a picnic area, and
modern restrooms are all provided.
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